CHRISTIAN RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

“Improving Your Quality of Life Through Training”

SEMINAR TRAINING CATALOG
We Will Come To Your Church!
We can deliver any of the training listed to your location…

Seminars

Conferences

Retreats

CHRISTIAN RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

“Improving Your Quality of Life Through Training”
Introduction
The Lord has given some pastors and teachers the responsibility “to prepare God’s people for works of
service” (Ephesians 4:12) through biblical training so that they “may be thoroughly equipped for
every good work” (2 Timothy 3:17). For over thirty years we have been assisting pastors in carrying
out these responsibilities. At the request of pastors from around the country, we are grateful to God
to be able to present, in this catalog, Bible-centered training for individuals and churches.
As always, Christian Research & Development (CRD) is committed to developing materials that educate and motivate people to live lives that glorify God. Our mission is to serve you by producing resources to develop church ministry, single and family life.
We are willing to bring these training opportunities to your church or town.

Please send us your request without delay. We are eager to serve you.

TRAINING

OPPORTUNITIES



Family & Single Life Seminar Series



Improving The Christian Single Parent Seminar



How To Be Blessed & Successful Seminar



Married Couple’s Intimacy Seminar Series



Mighty Men’s Challenge Seminar



How To Practice Real Love



Women Of Great Price Challenge Seminar



Let’s Be Friends, Let’s Be Lovers



Victorious Living As A Single Parent Seminar
Call 610-449-8112 or 1-800-5511-CRD (1-800-551-1273)
or
Christian Research & Development
Attention: Seminar Training
27 W. Township Line Road, Suite #2
Upper Darby, PA 19082

CHRISTIAN RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
POTENTIAL SPONSOR INFORMATION
Requesting Seminar Titled:____________________________________________________________________________________
Name of Church or Organization:_______________________________________________________________________________
Address:___________________________________________________________________________________________________
City:______________________________________________________ State:____________
Day Telephone:(

Zip Code:___________________

)_____________________________________________________________________________________

Average Sunday Morning Attendance:______________________________ Total Membership____________________________
Pastor/President:____________________________________________________________________________________________
Seminar Coordinator:_________________________________________________________________________________________
Address:___________________________________________________________________________________________________
City:______________________________________________________ State:____________
Home Telephone:(
Moblie:(

)___________________________________ Business (

Zip Code:___________________

)__________________________________

)__________________________________ Email:____________________________________________________
SEMINAR LOCATION

Name:_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address:___________________________________________________________________________________________________
City:______________________________________________________ State:____________
Phone for information:(

Zip Code:___________________

)_______________________________________________________________________________

POTENTIAL SEMINAR DATES
Choice #1:__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Choice #2:__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Mail this completed form to:
Christian Research & Development
Attn: CRD SEMINAR TRAINING
27 W. Township Line Road, Suite#2
Upper Darby, PA 19082

FAMILY AND SINGLE
LIFE
SEMINAR SERIES
SINGLE ADULTS


This seminar series is designed to prepare single adults who want to be married
one day for Christian dating; courtship and marital life understanding, based on
biblical principles.

MARRIED COUPLES


This seminar series is designed to help married people understand biblical
principles of family life, how to know when they are violating these principles and
what they need to do to submit to God’s will. Also, married people who had short
courtships will learn what they should have developed in their relationship before
they were married, but can still be accomplished now.

SINGLE PARENT


These seminars also include the single parent who needs to understand there are
special adjustments he or she must make as a single person and as a parent for a
blessed family life.



The knowledge shared in these seminars is from years of experience obtained
through our Counseling Centers. Every instructor assigned to these series of
seminars are CRD INSTITUTE biblically certified counselors.

CHRISTIAN RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
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FAMILY & SINGLE LIFE SEMINAR SERIES

Seminar 1—How To Develop The Christian Single And Family Life
Some of the Seminar Topics:
* What to Consider Before You Marry
* Financial Wisdom

* Relationships With The Opposite Sex

* Single Parents

* Being The Man of The House

* Better Communication in Marriage
* Rallying Behind Your Man

* How to Express Love to Your Wife

Learn How to Control Your Money and Get Ahead Financially:



Learn the right attitude towards money and God



Learn the financial process of becoming debt-free



Learn the value of your labor as a worker and how to use it to get ahead



Learn why followers of God should prosper



Learn how to plan and budget for financial success



Learn 13 reasons some families get into financial difficulties



Learn the steps to financial freedom and victory



Learn key considerations for short and long range financial planning

You Will Also Receive...
~A Self-Help Manual~

Learn to Have Better Communication in Marriage and Courtship:
 Learn 6 ways your message can come through and not cause misunderstandings
 Learn what is the #1 damager of marriage and family
 5 things that happen during courtship which cause poor communication after marriage
 19 ways people can be dishonest in the way they communicate
 Learn 18 “musts” for good communication
 Learn how to present a problem to your mate
What You Will Learn as a Single Person:
 Learn what to consider before you marry
 Learn 6 relational steps in courtship that can lead to marital success
 Learn what to avoid in relationship development that leads to single misery and marriage failure
 Learn the power of a kiss
 Learn 51 issues between a man and a woman that should be discussed before marriage
 Learn 10 critical questions that must be raised about children before you say yes to marriage
Single Parents Learn How to Solve Some of Your Problems:
 How to take the pressure off yourself as a single parent
 4 tips on decision making
 How to get help raising your children
 11 ways of how to be a better parent
 How to feel better emotionally
 Tips on how to be a better organized person
After This Seminar, You Will Be Able To…

 Have communication guidelines as a couple
 Know how to improve your financial situation if you practice what you learn
 Know how to have better Christian courtships
 Know how to be better prepared for marriage
 As a married couple, you will learn the things that need to be developed in your relationship
to have better happiness

ONLY $49 PER PERSON
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FAMILY & SINGLE LIFE SEMINAR SERIES

Seminar 2—How To Develop A Stronger Christian Single And Family Life
Some of the Seminar Topics:
* Sexual Love in Marriage

* A Wife’s Responsibility

* Not Accepting Yourself Can Kill Your Marriage
* Free Single Sex Now – Pay Later

* A Husband’s Responsibility
* God is Not Prejudiced

* Learning from the Other Woman

* Lovemaking

* Christian Idolatry
* Single People and Sex

What You Will Learn as a Married Person:



Learn the biblical role and responsibilities of being a husband



Learn the biblical role and responsibilities of being a wife



Learn 15 points that will enable a man to love his wife sacrificially



Learn 7 ways to encourage your husband as a leader



How to use your God-given authority as a man that will bless your family



How to help your wife with her problems



How to be your husband’s cheerleader

You Will Also Receive...
~A Self-Help Manual~

What You Will Learn as a Single Person:
 Learn the mate-selection process
 Learn the 8 signs of maturity which qualifies a single person for marriage
 Learn 12 possible signs that a relationship is wrong and should be broken off
 Learn 12 things to consider in choosing the type of person to marry
 How a single man should be relating to a female in preparation for marriage
 What a single man should be doing now in order to be a good provider as a husband in the future
 Why sex with a person you are not married to can damage your future marriage and present happiness
 What you should be doing now to prepare yourself for the responsibilities of marriage
 How God expects a man to love a woman
Learn How God Created Sexual Love for His Glory and Our Pleasure:
 Learn 6 things Christian singles should know about sex
 Learn 5 things Christian single women should know about men sexually
 How a single woman can remove the pressure of sexual involvements
 Learn 20 lines that men use to get women in bed
 Learn why the relationship between a husband and wife has a great bearing on sexual fulfillment
 Learn what is a biblical attitude about sex
 What sexual acts are wrong in marriage
 Learn 9 ways to have better sexual communication as a married couple
 Learn the language of love
 What are some of the things the Bible has to say about lovemaking
After This Seminar, You Will Be Able To…

 Avoid wrong relationships and learn how not to marry the wrong person
 Know how to conduct yourself as a Christian single from a biblical perspective
 As a wife you will be able to put into action assignments that should increase romance and love in your marriage
 As a husband you will be able to put into action assignments that should bring increased sexual fulfillment and fun for you and
your wife

ONLY $49 PER PERSON
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FAMILY & SINGLE LIFE SEMINAR SERIES

Seminar 3—How To Develop A Better Christian Single and Family Life
Some of the Seminar Topics:
* Strategy of Finding a Mate * Solving Parenting Problems
* Keeping Our Children Out of Jail

* How to Get The Most Out of a Bad Marriage

* Problems of Submission And Leadership

* Dealing With Rejection

* The Importance of The Pastor

Learn How to Develop Your Marriage:



12 things a husband must do to be a loving leader



10 things a wife must do to be a loving, respectful follower



How to work through the problems of submission and leadership in marriage



The destruction caused by independence and disobedience



10 common problems of submission and leadership in marriage



Motivation for improving your marriage



How to get the most out of a bad marriage



Learn the principles of a fulfilled family life

What You Will Learn as a Single Person:
 Learn 4 biblical principles of finding a mate to marry
 Learn 6 prerequisites before finding a marriage partner
 Learn a 12-step strategy of finding a marriage partner
 Some of the results of rejection as a single person
 Learn how to overcome the hurt of rejection
 Some of the reasons people shack up
 10 reasons why living together (unmarried) is wrong
 Principles of a fulfilled single life while still at home with your family






What You Will Learn as a Parent:
 What are some of the causes that make our teenagers juvenile delinquents
 How to organize you and your children to solve parenting problems
 Learn 6 basic physical needs of children
 Learn 7 basic emotional needs of children
 Learn 10 basic intellectual needs of children
 Learn some biblical principles on training children
 Learn 11 goals on training children
 Learn biblical principles on disciplining children
 How to love and understand teenagers
After This Seminar, You Will Be Able To…










Have objectives and biblical goals for parenting

There Is More:
Learn why the pastor and his family are important
Learn where the pastor’s authority comes from
Learn biblical reasons for the pastor’s financial
support
How to help the pastor

You Will Also Receive...
~A 100-page Self-Help Manual~

Solve more parenting problems
Cope better with the problems of an unsubmissive wife
Cope better with a man who will not lead his family
As a single, have a strategy for finding a mate
Keep your children out of jail
Handle rejection better as a single
Help your pastor in ways you may have never considered

ONLY $49 PER PERSON
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HOW TO BE BLESSED AND SUCCESSFUL SEMINAR

INSTEAD OF THINKING ABOUT SUCCESS, LEARN HOW TO BE MORE SUCCESSFUL
Some of the Seminar Topics:
* How to Have a Personal Vision For Success

* How To Be A Successful Person

* Your Need of a Resource Network

* Structure Yourself for Success

* Training Yourself to Be a Faith-Thinker

* How to Break the Habit and Sin of Worry

* How to Accept Yourself and like Yourself

* How to Have the Power of God in Your Life

* Improve Yourself and Earn More Money

What You Will Learn About Having a More Successful Life:



The importance of having a personal vision for success



How to develop a personal vision of success



How not to waste your whole life: get started now, before it is too late



The 12 areas of your life that you have to structure for success



How to plan for success

Learn How to Have More Joy and Happiness in Your Life



Learn how knowing Christ Jesus contributes to your joy



Beware of 20 happiness stealers



Learn what determines happiness



Learn how a church can contribute to your joy



Learn 20 ways to be joyful day by day



Learn 24 power verses

What You Will Learn About Developing a Godly Self-image:

You Will Also Receive...
 A Seminar Success Manual which is a tool to
show you how to make a realistic evaluation of
your Self-Worth



How to check for evidences of a wrong self-image

 A 2-month Success Improvement Plan



How to know that you are saved

 A bibliography of success resources



How the fruit of the Spirit can change your personality



Reasons why some people have trouble accepting themselves



How to grow in self-confidence through God

Overcome Fear and Worry



Learn 10 things to avoid when trying to overcome fear and worry



How to break the habit of worry

After this Seminar, You Will Be Able to …..

 Write out a plan to structure your life for success
 Know how to have a personal vision of success
 Have a better view of what you would like to accomplish by the end of your life
 Improve upon your self-image
 Better understand God’s view of success
 Start the first steps towards success

CHRISTIAN RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
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ONLY $49 PER PERSON

MIGHTY MEN’S CHALLENGE SEMINAR

LEARN WHAT HAPPENS WHEN MEN ASPIRE TO BE LEADERS
Some of the Seminar Topics:



The Plight of the Black Man

Benefits for Men Who Attend This Seminar:



The Need for Leadership





The Importance of Men

Men will grow stronger as a man, as they apply what you
learn



Exercising and Conditioning the Mind



Improved self-esteem



Getting Ahead as a Single Man



Men will experience God’s blessings



How to Become a Man of Strength



Inspiration for succeeding in life



A Man’s Responsibility to Himself



The Husband as the Manager of His Home

After This Seminar…

 You will know how leadership is passed on from generation
to generation

As a Man You Will Learn….

 You will know better how your life can count to change con-



6 key areas where we need leadership



5 blessings God gives males when they are born

 You will be built up as a man



The current state of the African-American male

 You will be able to reproduce leadership



Why men are so important to God

 You will be able to be a better manager of your family



What happens when men aspire to be leaders and what
happens when there is lack of leadership

 You will be able to be more successful as a man



12 blessings God gave us when we received Jesus Christ
as Lord and Savior



The 11 characteristics of a mighty man



ditions in your community, families, church and nation

What You Will Miss By Not Attending:



An opportunity to understand the problems of the AfricanAmerican male, and possible solutions

6 things about faith that will change a man and make him
more productive



An opportunity for hope building concerning AfricanAmerican males



7 steps to conditioning your mind for strength



An opportunity to learn from an experienced male developer



How to motivate yourself



How to have a strong mind



7 things to do in order to get ahead as a man



How to take the initiative



How to be a determined man



How to persevere



The importance of knowledge



A Mighty Men’s Challenge Manual



How to be a decisive man



Instruction from a Trainer of Men



The importance of loyalty



What is honor

You Will Also Receive...

ONLY $49 PER PERSON
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WOMEN OF GREAT PRICE CHALLENGE SEMINAR

LEARN HOW TO BECOME A WOMAN OF GREAT PRICE
IN GOD’S SIGHT
Some of the Seminar Topics:

What You Will Learn as a Single Woman:



Why Marry?



Relating to Jesus as a single



Is Submission Being a Doormat for Jesus?





The advantages of being single

Making Jesus King of Our Lives



Saved, Sanctified and Filled



10 steps to overcoming loneliness and boredom



Learning to Be Sisters in Christ - the Virtuous Woman



24 things you can do on a date or do alone



What Is Expected of a Female Leader?



21 ideas for singles’ groups



What’s a Single to Do?



15 ways to lend a helping hand as a single



Single and Saved to Serve





24 industrious activities

Godly or Deadly Actions



The Mother Working Outside of Her Home



19 sporting activities



Sex and the Married Woman





God’s Babies or Satan’s Babies?

Avoid the 8 deadly actions that will affect your single,
social and Christian life

Benefits for You When You Attend This Seminar:

As a Woman You Will Learn…

 As you apply what you learn, you will grow stronger as a



6 reasons for being married



What God had in mind when He created woman

 Improved self-esteem



The preparation needed before marriage in how to treat a
man

 Experience God’s blessings for women



The 8 goals of making Jesus King of your life

 Inspiration for succeeding in life



How women can work together



Growing the Fruit of the Spirit



How to be the queen of a man’s heart



Issues to take into consideration when trying to motivate a
male



Learn how to have a better personality



A disciplined use of the mouth

woman

What You Will Miss by Not Attending:



An opportunity to understand some of the problems of
women, and possible solutions



An opportunity to better understand God’s will for women
from a biblical perspective



An opportunity to learn how to view men from God’s
perspective

What You Will Learn About Having a Better Marriage:



Understanding how submission and being lovers works in
marriage



How to meet your husband’s sexual needs from a biblical
perspective

You Will Also Receive...


The Women’s Challenge Manual



Instruction from a Trainer of Women

ONLY $49 PER PERSON
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VICTORIOUS LIVING AS A SINGLE PARENT SEMINAR

LEARN HOW TO BE A SUCCESSFUL PARENT AND ENJOY THE SINGLE LIFE
Some of the Seminar Topics:



Important Facts about Households Headed by Single
Parents



Major Problems and Concerns Facing Single Parents



Biblical Concepts of Single Parents



To Be Whole in the Lord as a Single Parent



Relationship with Your Children’s Other Parent



Legal Concerns in Raising Your Children



Having the Balanced Life



Nurturing Your Children



The Church’s Ministry to Single-Parent Families

What You Will Learn About the Problems and Concerns
Facing Single Parents:

How to Have the Best Possible Relationship with the
Other Parent of Your Children:



What damages can be done when a child lacks
knowledge and understanding of his or her origin



Relationship problems that can hinder your relationship
with God



Setting boundaries regarding your involvement with your
children’s other parent

Learn the Legal Concerns in Raising Your Children:



Child support



Visitation



Custody



Will and guardianship



Providing basic necessities for your family

Financial Planning:



Providing a stable and healthy home environment



The key to financial success



Loneliness and isolation



The goal of debt-free living



Forming healthy relationships with males and females



Planning

Learn How God Can Help in the Single Parent’s Life:



God’s promises to your children



God’s promises to single parents

Learn How to Establish a Single-Parent Ministry in the
Church



The biblical extended family



The network for single-parent families

How to Balance Life with Peace and Joy:



Objectives of the ministry



The key to a balanced life



Single-parents’ clusters



Jesus Christ as the example



Support families



Five areas of your life that need to be developed to become a total person



Establishing goals for your life



Thought control

You Will Also Receive...


A Self-Help Manual



Instruction from an Expert in SingleParent Ministry

ONLY $49 PER PERSON
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IMPROVING THE CHRISTIAN SINGLE LIFE SEMINAR

LEARN HOW TO ENJOY AND GET THE MOST OUT OF BEING A SINGLE PERSON
Some of the Seminar Topics:



What to Do While Waiting for “Miss Right” or “Mr. Right”



Males and Females Communicate Differently



What to Do about Loneliness



Friendship, Courtship and Companionship



Determining Who Has the Potential to Be a Good Husband or Wife



The Marriage Trap and Wedding Day Deception



Trying to Be a Couple with a Single’s Mentality



Pre-Marital Counseling Objectives



Readiness for Marriage



Sexual Dangers – a Matter of Life or Death

You Will Learn What You Need to Do for You:



Looking forward to marriage by faith believing in God’s love for you



Knowing the difference between solitude and loneliness



Learning what Christian marriage is all about before you are married



Learning what it takes to be prepared and ready for marriage



Determining what you have going for you in the area of gifts, talent and abilities



Taking advantage of educational opportunities



Taking advantage of occupational opportunities



Being honest with yourself and others concerning what you really think and believe about marriage

You Will Learn What You and God Must Do While You Are Still Single:



Clearing your conscience from past guilt



Needs that only God can meet in your life



What role does God’s will play in a single’s life

You Will Also Receive...
What You Will Learn About Male and Female Relationships:



How to understand the opposite sex better



A Manual for Single People



Learn what it means to give and receive love





Instruction from a Single Ministry Expert

The power of deception that sex holds



How to develop quality friendships



The ability to see the potential of a person as a possible spouse



What is love from God’s point of view



Goals for dating and courtship



Developing your interpersonal relational skills

What You Will Miss by Not Attending:



An opportunity to understand the problems of being single, and possible solutions



An opportunity to understand what is Christian dating and courtship



An opportunity to learn how to choose a lifetime partner for a successful marriage

CHRISTIAN RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
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ONLY $49 PER PERSON

MARRIED COUPLE’S INTIMACY SEMINAR SERIES

THERE ARE 2 SEMINARS IN THIS SERIES—FOR MARRIED COUPLES ONLY

SEMINAR 1: IMPROVING YOUR LOVE
Some of the Seminar Topics:



Special Materials and Resources

THEOLOGY
Spiritual Dynamics for “Maximum Sex”



SOCIOLOGY
Friendship Skills for Enhancing “Maximum Sex”



BIOLOGY



PSYCHOLOGY

Divinity Designed Erogenous Zones
Imagery and Fantasy: Key to a “Maximum Sex”
Mindset



PATHOLOGY
Problems, Patterns, and Intervention





Maximum sex improvement material that includes:



Tools for self-analysis and self-diagnosis



Sexually sensitive illustrated material for mature adults



List of resources to aid in personal problem-solving



Two textbooks will be made available to purchase for
ongoing biblical sexual instruction and marital growth



Also available will be other practical books, audio cassettes and videotapes by Christian authors

TECHNOLOGY
Love Tasks Approach

After This Seminar You Should Be Able to…



Enhance your lovemaking skills



Have more sexual fun as a married couple



Improve your sexual discipline to increase staying power



Have a better understanding of male and female sexuality



Increase sexual intercourse intensity



Increase male sensitivity

WEEKEND SCHEDULE
Friday
7:00pm—9:00pm
Saturday

Benefits for You When You Attend This Seminar:



Have an opportunity to get rid of misconceptions, superstitions and misinformation concerning sex



You will have a better understanding of God’s purpose
for sexual fun and fulfillment in marriage

8:15am—3:30pm

What You Will Learn…



Identify 6 common resistances to sexual fulfillment



Learn 9 basic lovemaking skills



Learn some of the things the Bible teaches about sex



Learn 5 God-designed erogenous zones



How to build your spouse’s self-esteem



How to strengthen your commitment to one another



How to invite and experience God’s presence in the
bedroom



How to identify and resolve sexual problems

ONLY $89 PER PERSON
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MARRIED COUPLE’S INTIMACY SEMINAR SERIES

THERE ARE 2 SEMINARS IN THIS SERIES—FOR MARRIED COUPLES ONLY

SEMINAR 2: ADVANCED IMPROVING
What You Will Learn…
 The ten purposes of sex

Some of the Seminar Topics:



THEOLOGY
Love Feasts from a Biblical Perspective



SOCIOLOGY
Love Team Intensity, Strategies for Deeper Intimacy



BIOLOGY
Love Muscles Conditioning the Anatomy with Which
We Love



PSYHOLOGY
Love Levels, Increasing Your Sexual Awareness



PATHOLOGY
Love Maps, the Search for the Treasure of Pleasure



TECHNOLOGY
Love Techniques, Advanced Approach to Physical
Bonding

After This Seminar You Should Be Able to…

 Experience strategies for deepening levels of intimacy
 Understand the importance of prayer, dedication and



How to interpret the Song of Songs



The key to great maximum sex is in singing the Song of
Songs



Better sexual health



9 sexual myths



The beauty of romantic love



How your love muscle is involved in creating and controlling orgasm



The dance of romance



Visualization facilitates change



Monogamy vs. monotony



5 benefits of good sexual timing



Improving your love life involves changing your perspective



Discovering your mood changes and how to change
your mood for better love-making



God-ordained love seasons

appreciation

 Enhance your knowledge of love techniques
 Know how to improve sexual communication with your
spouse

WEEKEND SCHEDULE

 Know the seven aspects of a love song
 Understand God-created cycles of life and timing in married life

 Analysis boredom factor

Friday
7:00pm—9:00pm
Saturday

 Heart-to-heart greeting

8:15am—3:30pm

Benefits for You When You Attend This Seminar:



You will better understand how to love your mate in
ways that he or she wants to be loved



You will be able to avoid soul injuries



You will know how to practice meditative breathing as a
reminder of God’s breath of life

ONLY $89 PER PERSON
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LET’S BE FRIENDS, LET’S BE LOVERS

A WEEKEND FOR LOVERS!—FOR MARRIED COUPLES
Some of the Seminar Topics:



How to Become Better Friends as a Married Couple



There is More…

Why Married People Have Trouble Being Lovers



How to Express Love to Your Mate in a Way that Counts



Opportunity to have a romantic dinner together as
lovers. We will make the reservations for you.



Improving Your Communication Skills as Friends



Understanding the Relationship of Sexual Intimacy



Opportunity to have breakfast in bed

WEEKEND SCHEDULE:
What You Will Learn About Being Friends and Lovers:



The principles of friendship



What a wife wants in a friendship with a husband



What a husband wants in a friendship with a wife



The use of love songs in marriage



FRIDAY
4:00PM—6:45PM

Registration

7:00PM—8:00PM

Dinner (on your own)

Reasons most married people have continual problems
being lovers

8:00PM—10:00PM

Session



How to deepen your relationship as lovers

10:00PM—MIDNIGHT



Lovers’ Time

The importance of forgiveness and friendship

Benefits for You When You Attend This Lovers’ Weekend

SATURDAY
Breakfast in Bed



Ways you and your spouse can become best friends



Insight on how to grow as married lovers

(on your own)



You will learn how to say “I love you” in different ways



8:30—10:00am

Session

You will learn why forgiveness strengthens your marriage

10:00—10:15am

Coffee Break

What You Will Learn About Improving Your Communication
Skills:

10:15—11:45am

Session



How feelings affect communications

11:45am—1:00pm

Lunch (on your own)



Key communication skills

1:00pm—2:30pm

Session

2:30pm—2:45pm

Break

2:45pm—5:00pm

Session

What You Will Learn About Intimacy:



What is intimacy



How do women define intimacy



How do men define intimacy

(Recommitment & Testimonies)



The relationship between intimacy and sex

5:00pm—Until

What You Will Receive…
 10 hours of workshop instructions from experienced biblical
marriage counselors

Free Time

(Romantic Dinner & Evening on
your own)

 Workbook exercises that have proven to enhance the lives of
couples who continue to apply them

Cost:

 Take-home training workbook

Please give us a call for updated information

 Opportunity for recommitment as a married couple
 A surprise gift from us to you
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(textbooks, etc.)

HOW TO PRACTICE REAL LOVE

MARRIAGE IMPROVEMENT SEMINAR—FOR MARRIED COUPLES ONLY
Some of the Seminar Topics:


How to Reminisce



How to Practice Real Love

What You Will Receive…
 Instructions from experienced biblical marriage
counselors



How to Have Sexual Freedom in Marriage





How to Change Poor Communication Habits

Workbook exercises that have proven to enhance
the loves of couples who continue to apply them



How to Have Financial Victory



Opportunity for recommitment as a married couple



How to Put Your Wedding Vows into Practice



Take-home training workbook

SCHEDULE:

What You Will Learn About Forgiveness in a
Marriage:


The principles of forgiveness

8:00am—9:00am

Registration



God’s views on forgiveness

9:00am—10:30am

Seminar



The importance of forgiveness

10:30am—10:45am

Break

10:45am—12:30pm

Seminar

What You Will Learn About Practicing Real Love


Love must be practiced in obedience to God

12:30pm—1:30pm

Lunch Break (on your own)



Love is commitment to a person

1:30pm—2:30pm

Seminar



Love must be expressed

2:30pm—2:40pm

Break

2:40pm—3:30pm

Seminar

What You Will Learn About Expressing Love:


Becoming aware of ways your mate would like you
to say “I love you”



How to express love to your mate in a way that
counts

What You Will Learn About Improving Your Communication Skills:


How feelings affect communication



Keys to good communication

What You Will Learn About Intimacy:


What is intimacy



How do women define intimacy



How do men define intimacy



Husband and wife sexual inventory sheet

Cost:
Please give us a call for updated information
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(textbooks, etc.)

